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Abstract. The objective of the paper consists in the development of a valid 
procedure able to plan the addition of Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEV) to existing 
lines. This led to the elaboration of the 3 analytical models that evaluate mission 
profiles (speed vs space and time), energy consumption and battery autonomy of 
an electric urban transit mode/vehicle. The models are determined on the basis of 
the characteristics of the line, of the various service condition and of the technical 
and performance characteristics of the vehicle considered. The mission profile 
model allows to discriminate between the various types of diagrams, triangular or 
trapezoidal, according to the values assumed by a parameter called “profile ratio” 
and the running speed that exclusively considers stops due to traffic. 

1. Introduction 

The models were developed in order to simulate the mission profiles regarding the route 90 
Express in Rome on which Rome’s public transport company (ATAC S.p.A) has just 
introduced 30 new trolleybuses. 

These technologically advanced vehicles are capable of running on battery operation (in 
absence of trolley wire). These 18 meter long vehicles represent an innovative process of 
integrated transport planning undertaken by the city of Rome in order to respect Italy’s 
commitment to the Kyoto protocol. In particular they represent ATAC's bet to base Rome’s 
public transport network on Zero Emission Vehicles to reduce both gas and noise pollution 
and realize a Zero emission city centre. 

Particular attention was focused on the part of line that passes through the centre of 
Rome where the vehicles run in battery mode. 
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The procedure was used to define a Protocol for the vehicle’s acceptance test in 
Budapest. The tests were carried out to experiment the batteries and evaluate the depth of 
discharge (DOD), traction currents, voltage, battery modules temperature, autonomy and 
energy consumption. This allowed to calibrate the vehicles performance according to the 
service conditions in Rome. 

This project will be followed by the introduction of other trolleybuses on existing bus 
lines in Rome. In particular the lines of interest that are already under study are the 30 and 
60 Express. 

2. Models 

The paper presents three models which can be used separately or together. 

2.1. Analytical model for the simulation of mission profiles and energy 
consumption 

The profiles definition is based on field surveys that aim to determine the fundamental 
parameters that characterize the model. Once the path has been defined, the first phase of 
the work regards the segmentation of the line in links and nodes and, through a GPS device, 
it is possible to determine the positions and typology of the various nodes and estimate the 
lengths of the related links. At each node a dwell time is associated and calculated 
following the methodology established by HCM [1], for signalized or unsignalized 
intersections and by Montella [2] for the headlines and the line stops. During this phase the 
points where the line passes from promiscuous traffic to reserved lane are also determined. 
With the help of a worksheet especially elaborated, for each of the single links that 
compose the line service conditions have to be evaluated in order to study the influence of 
congestion due to traffic and to determine the inputs of the analytical formulation of the 
model. These variables are: total travel time, total run time and number of stops determined 
by traffic congestion. It is then possible to calculate acceleration and maximum speed 
performable by the vehicle.  

These variables have to be compared with the speed limit values imposed by highway 
code or the performance characteristics of the mode. At this point for each link the model 
permits to discriminate between two different mode diagrams that better approximate 
reality: trapezoidal and triangular.  

The choice of the diagram is established according to the value assumed by the 
parameter λ called “profile ratio” and defined: 
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where Vrs is the link running speed while Vrsl is the total running speed on the line. 
These diagrams permit to study the main parameters that characterize both line and 

vehicle and to optimize the performances of the whole set line vehicle in terms of energy 
consumption, autonomy of the vehicle and environmental impact. 
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For each link and the entire line the energy consumption has been evaluated integrating 
the “traction equation”: 
 


⋅=−
dt
dvMRT tot α   (2) 

where “T” and Rtot are the traction force and the total resistant forces applied to the vehicle 
(aerodynamic and rolling). “M” is the vehicle mass, “α” is a cinematic parameter.  

The model considers passenger mass as variable and takes into account slopes and road 
condition along the line.  

For the vehicle instead the following parameters have been taken in account: motor and 
transmission efficiency, front section, auxiliary devices (e.g. air conditioning), aerodynamic 
coefficient, brake regeneration etc.  

2.2. Analytical model  for the evaluation of autonomy in battery mode 
The purpose of this model is to define the autonomy, in terms of kilometres, that a vehicle 
can run according to an assigned mission profile and with different type of battery systems. 
Once the battery system is chosen the model permits to define the energy stored in it, 
expressed in kWh, by the following equation: 
 sn
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Where “m” is the battery pack mass in kg, “mmodule” is the mass of the single modules 
that compose the battery pack, “c” and “Vn” are the capacity in Ah and the nominal voltage 
of each module, ks is a parameter that defines the real amount of energy stored in the 
battery and depends on discharge rate, depth of discharge (DOD) and efficiency of recharge 
system. 

The energy stored is compared with the energy necessary for the vehicle to run the 
assigned mission profile[3],[4],[5]. 

The flow chart represented in the next page resumes the described procedure. 

3. Application 
The models were applied to a route that links up the northern-east periphery of Rome and 
the city centre. Considering both directions the line is 22,6 km long of which 55% is in 
promiscuous traffic and the rest in reserved lane that allows a running speed of 15 km/h. 
The line goes through the city centre for 3,4 km, presents 4 bus-stops and a headline. In this 
part of the line the vehicle will be powered by batteries.  

These vehicles, constructed by the joint-venture Ganz Transelektro – Solaris, are 
provided of trolley that supplies the vehicle from overhead wire and battery system that 
allows them to run autonomously. The batteries are Nickel Metal hydride and composed of 
40 modules that give a total voltage of 480V. 

To appraise the validity and the efficiency of the diagrams obtained by the model the 
procedure starts from equation (2). In fact it’s integration allows to calculate the energy 
consumption of a given vehicle according to it’s kinematic characteristics. 
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Figure 1. Models flow-chart  

The energy consumption, associated to the diagrams of the route in study, was 
compared to the energy consumption value calculated from appropriately determined 
diagrams. These diagrams were obtained through the use of a device called “Datron” that 
collects all motion data. The device was mounted on the M321 Bredamenarinibus (18m) 
that actually serves the line and will be substituted by the new trolleybuses. The final 
diagram, obtained as mean of several measurements, is relative to a vehicle with diesel 
engine that has completely different characteristics compared to the electric propulsion of 
the trolleybus. It was elaborated taking in account the different motion characteristics in 
terms of acceleration, deceleration and maximum speed. This was done before the vehicles 
acceptance test, in order to verify the validity of the diagrams simulating battery mode 
service conditions on the line 90 Express. 

With the beginning of the pre-service tests on the line 90 Express it was finally possible 
to test the new vehicles in the city of Rome and compare the results obtained by the 
simulation models with those registered by the vehicle’s computer. At this point the models 
were verified in order to establish their ability to simulate reality: 

• Energy consumption model was applied to the mode diagrams registered by the 
vehicle computer. The value obtained was compared to the value calculated by the 
vehicles computer. 

• It was therefore possible to verify the Mission Profile model. For each test done the 
model was applied. For the resulting diagrams the energy consumption was 
calculated. This value was compared to the value calculated by the vehicles 
computer. 
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4. Results 
The differences between the two diagrams, in terms of energy consumption are less then 
3% so it is possible to state that the procedure meets the requirements for the simulation of 
mission profiles and energy consumption concerning an urban transit mode. 

In table 1 the energy consumption, in kWh/km, calculated and relative to the line in 
study are resumed.  
 

Trollybus T18 Ganz-Solaris 
Kwh/km  total km Wh/(km*t) 

2,2 22,6 78 
Table 1. Energy consumption 

These results have been obtained with 35% of brake regeneration, 6700 kW for 
auxiliary power and a total mass of  28300kg (full load). 

In the figure 2 an example of mission profile (speed Vs time) related to a link of the line 
in study is illustrated. The link is characterized by promiscuous traffic and the vehicle runs 
4 stop & go due to traffic congestion. 
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Figure 2. Example of triangular diagrams 

The results obtained underline how the proposed procedure lends itself to the simulation 
of mission profiles evaluation of the energy consumption and battery autonomy.  

The models can be used by all public transport companies that intend to change transit 
mode on a given line and evaluate it’s energy consumption. At academic level they can be 
useful for all those studies that require  as input the motion diagrams and the energy 
consumption of a vehicle.  
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